
Iram Woolley
WHAT I STAND FOR AND HOW YOU CAN SUPPORT ME
Dear Comrade,
PLEASE VOTE IRAM WOOLLEY  Labour National Executive Committee as the CLP Rep
Before I start, I'd like to thank you for your patience during this extremely difficult time.  This
is a terrible pandemic that is affecting all of us, out of this I have seen how quickly the activists
and all fellow members and unions have come together. Despite the huge knock back, we were
blessed to see campaigning and showing solidarity through zoom, from the inequality of
COVID upon the BAME community, and thank those who worked with collectively with the
Union, despite shielding, and homeschooling, despite all the challenges. Firstly, the impacts of
the pandemic have caused pressure and  job losses. BA workers are threatened with new T&C.
This is unacceptable. I have written several letters to my MP, and Assembly member, raising
some huge concerns and to sign the petitions, following George Floyd's death. BLM protests, in
solidarity of a silent volcano, and  addressing the unconscious, bias the was deeply rooted in
racism buried, is in my opinion,  a calling for supreme justice of innocent lives.  Secondly, I've
personally bridged the delivery of crates of fresh fruit to key workers in NHS in London. I've
delivered videos for Unite to support, praising support for our Heroes. I've been one of the first
to volunteer for FELIX so that socially excluded groups in London get the food bank deliveries, ,
before hand sanitisers were introduced into the workplace. What this has shown that grass-
roots has HUGE POTENTIAL AND POLITICAL POWER. I strongly support democracy,
equality, openness. I have a strong track record for community leadership.

However,- it wasn't always this way, in 1997 my sister and I were racially attacked by a mob of
angry youths in Woolwich not far from Stephen Lawrence's murder, in Eltham, in London.
Thankfully, I am proud of GCARA and our NHS services and British Transport Police helped us.
I'm an anti racist inequalities campaigner, from Blair Peach and Gurdip Chaggar Singh's brutal
deaths, and the ingrained institutionalised racism.  I am  inculcating awareness  racial bias (of
groups), exists, but we must FIGHT BACK and be FEARLESS.  Mental Health is a huge concern
and the rise of domestic abuse all on the back of Pandemic. 

Moreover, I am now asking all to VOTE SUPPORT RETWEET SHARE and LIKE online and
offline, over the next eleven weeks. (In my last campaign I came 7/13, I got 2.63% of the
VOTE.) I have now undertaken two radio Interviews on Black Lives Matter, I have been
featured in News Statesman at the age of 17 yrs asking me about arranged marriages, Oxford
Times, Mail, about my magisterial OBV Scheme, and The Independent, about the School-Cuts.
Under lockdown, and Ealing News Extra as a cyclist. I have been teaching homeschooled young
girls on painting Watercolour, all by zoom.
In conclusion  I call upon fellow members, to work together to facilitate, and campaign on the
issues of poverty, mental health, and hate crime. From speaking on the podium, writing motions
and  training credits through Ruskin College, in the CWU CMA AMICUS MSF UNITE, AND
SUPPORTING ALL OF YOU, I still have a lot more to give back!.  it is imperative that we focus on
being vocal and holding each other accountable because the work is too critical to ignore. It's
time to take action, and VOTE for a strong candidate that is not scared of challenging practices
which, are not acceptable any more. Democracy community led is the best fit. It's a triangular
relationship, that will be a win win for all. 
I am standing to be the voice on our Party's governing body so that we can continue to work to
transforming radical change to our party with Angela and Keir. 
Together, we can do this. Please vote and nominate IRAM WOOLLEY.  making a difference in
society, to add value and making positive contributions at ALL LEVELS so YOUR VOICES ARE
HEARD!  Love for all Hatred for None. #IRAM4NEC
In Unity, 

Iram Woolley
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ABOUT ME

WHAT I STAND FOR AND HOW YOU CAN SUPPORT ME
Don't believe a word I say, but, I am a daughter of immigrants, who came to this country with  very little, so my father was a

postman for 43 years, and I joined Royal Mail I was a Union rep for 12 years for the CWU Oxford Postal Branch the most

militant in the country,  and as a floor manager  and floor rep, managing 100 Postmen and women in Central London, and

what was CMA Amicus that then became Unite the Union. I'm now Unite Community Womens Officer, and have helped with

editing production all our newsletters online posters of over 15 zoom sessions. Including facilitating a zoom for women, and

by serving on the Exec, I was able to influence and bridge donations to Felix Project and Palestine. These are my values,

under lockdown. 

I'm serving my movement and will work for under any leader. I will help with the growth and success of the

party.I'm serving progressive politics. I am part of Fawcett Society, 50:50, Fabians, and Labour Women

Network, I have blogged for Parliament Project, and have written in Labour List.

When Labour was in government we had access to opportunities, education and NHS, addressing the  needs of the many,

not just the few, as Socialism is a fundamental principle.  

I  am here to reach out to the broad church, listen, and as a Politically active woman, I have been trained to stay safe online,

and  I have been the LABOUR GROUP observer at local level, and auditor. 

I will need your SUPPORT to run. I will be loyal for proportional representation, making a difference in society, to add value,

and making positive contributions at ALL LEVELS so YOUR VOICES ARE HEARD! Good or Good?

#Equalityforall  Lastly, I'd like to say Thankyou for reading this statement. I hope to receive your support.

Iram
Woolley
Former NEC BAME Candidate, 
Daughter of Pakistani immigrants
School Governor and Labour Activist
Unite Community Womens Officer West London
Project Youth Educator Felix Project Volunteer

"PLEASE VOTE  IRAM WOOLLEY

for the CLP NEC Seat"

What people appreciate about me
As a Politically Active woman my Inclusive Intersectionality is my uniqueness and strength, and I'm Author of Hijab

A Muslim Womans Right. 

Accountable Letters of appreciation from LCF and Labour Group Leader for my OUTSTANDING CONTRIBUTION  of

3% majority for Dormers Wells by-election victory, which is an excellent result for autumn. First ever to get

campaigners door knocking from ALL parts of Ealing Southall, and outside to take part. I attended Mosque

Churches and Gurdwaras before lockdown. I have organised interfaith events for building community cohesion of

different sects and faiths, and facilitated BLM Young Summit with Jermaine Jackman. NEC CLP nominations close

on 27th September 2020. If you have a online meeting between now + then, want to propose me or second me

from the floor in the Microsoft Teams Meeting online, or speak on my behalf, message me. If you wish for me to be

part of zoom hustings contact me.
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IRAMWOOLLEY.COM

NEC CLP Representative 
I 'm the BAME, Woman, with a  STRONG ACTIVE VOICE, that has been FIGHTING on Racial Equality issues,
since 1998 in TUC, Trade Union, and Labour Party Conferences.  I am the daughter of Pakistani Immigrants,
working class family and originally from Oxford!!, and attended same school as Frances O 'Grady General
Secretary of Trades Union Congress, and also an Assembly Member. I am a School Governor.  I am
championing inclusion for those who have been left out by society. My passion is ensuring “Equality of
Access” and defending the rights of the people.
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